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English Literature 

Pre-Enrolment Task Instructions Description of the Course 

Read one of 3 short stories and write a personal response 

based on your reading (1000 words). 

Choose from: 

● The Bloody Chamber by Angela Carter  

● Cathedral by Raymond Carver.  

● The Metamorphosis by Franz Kafka 

 

Paper copies will be available from the English office at 

Stanley Avenue on request.In your response you should: 

● Explore what the text means to you; you might 

comment on: content and ideas; the writer’s style 

and the language and structure they use; how the 

writer has shaped the narrative to create meaning 

● Support your ideas using references from your 

selected text 

● Offer some argument for what you think are the most 

significant aspects of your story and suggest 

possible interpretations.  

Students will study a variety of texts that range from over four hundred years old to 

contemporary fiction, including poetry, prose and drama. In each paper students will study 

set texts in relation to a genre, finding connections between texts and their literary and 

historical contexts. The genres we currently study are Tragedy and Social Protest and 

Political writing. Set texts include Death of a Salesman by Arthur Miller, The Handmaid’s 

Tale by Margaret Atwood, and Songs of Innocence and Experience by William Blake. 

 

Students will also have the opportunity to study texts of their own choice in the coursework 

tasks. Independent reading is essential so that students become readers who bring their 

own interpretations and understanding to texts. 

In  Preparation for the Course 

Download the specification and research the course using the following link: 
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/as-and-a-level/english-literature-b-7716-
7717/specification-at-a-glance 

You will need to purchase the following materials: Ensure your bring with you an A4 Folder, 

lined writing paper, pencils, a ruler, rubber, sharpener and pens of various colours. 

Read literary texts of your choice: see goodreads.com 

Task Assessment & Guidance Recommended Reading 

·     The task will be assessed for good use of written 
English and your personal response to the text.  

 
We want you to show your understanding of the text that 
you choose, and will also assess your ability to create a 

coherent and informed reading. 

The study of English Literature requires you to read widely and independently; you should 

read a good selection of literature over the summer (classic and modern). 

•    You will constantly be challenged to offer different views and perspectives of texts we study, 

so it would be helpful if you make notes of any reading you do over summer. 

Find a list of recommended reading in: U:\Faculties\English\Students\KS5 

 

All of your Pre – Enrolment Preparation Tasks must be submitted on Enrolment Day – August 2017 
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